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The future is now. 

- Arif Dirlik1 

 

 

Jaehun Park’s work is research-based. His research weaves history, science, civilisation, and 

anthropology with literary science, and encompasses objects and phenomena that make up the 

world, whether actual events, scientific hypotheses, mechanical contraptions, or cultural 

representations. “Real-Time Limbo”, his 2021 interdisciplinary exhibition at Alternative Space 

LOOP in Seoul, investigates the roots of the compounded planetary phenomena currently facing 

us. Above all, his work here can be traced back to Walter Benjamin’s Capitalism as Religion 

(1921), in which Benjamin outlines the relationship between Protestantism and capitalism. 

Benjamin saw religion as a parasite of capital, a point that remains as contentious and as 

significant now as in Benjamin’s time, for quite obvious reasons. Religion has long served as a 

model for state systems across the East and West. That such premodern phenomena persist long 

after the birth of the modern state founded on the idea of the sovereignty of its people is a fact 

that demands critical reflection. Under South Korea’s Yushin regime of the 1970s, the head of 

state was seen as something of a godly figure, and to this day it is not uncommon to encounter 

conventions and habits that would deify heads of state. 

 

Capitalism translates everything into a value good. Annual salaries determine the value of 

individuals, the longing for social success substitutes unwavering, absolute faith. On the basis of 

his research, Jaehun Park collects data related to capitalism as religion and representations of 

science and technology. The data culled is immense, varied, drawn from a wide range of sources: 

natural objects such as primeval rocks; news footage; various conflicts; advanced mechanical 

devices; cultural products; remnants of the Cold War; religious objects; physical hypotheses; 

satellites. These references represent time and place and are the media by which capitalist 

ideology, the organising principle of modernity, produces the aforementioned acute beliefs 

bordering on faith. Park captures these through 3D animations, which are based on data mostly 

gathered from the public resource that is internet open source. 

 

Capturing symbols of modernity 

A thick plume of smoke rises from a windmill in “Overheated Windmill”(2020), a video work that 

presents a key national emblem of the Netherlands as a symbol of relentless capitalism, a 

capitalism that demands the windmill operate without stopping. A windmill is an entropic 

mechanism that transforms wind power into mechanical energy and is designed to overcome 

limits of topology. Since as far back as the 16th century, the Netherlands have reclaimed land by 
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utilising winds off the North Sea to become the territory it is today. The expansion of its territory 

was an urgent national project. As we know, the Netherlands is deemed the first state to have laid 

the cornerstone of modern capitalist economy through the founding of the Dutch East India 

Company. On the other side of this history lies the shadow of colonial rule, and even to the present 

day, the Netherlands continue to acknowledge this truth: the Dutch king apologised for the 

country’s colonial past in Indonesia as recently as March 2020. Jaehun Park addresses the 

layered strata of modernity via the windmill: territorial expansion through reclamation; capitalism’s 

original model, i.e., one founded not on labour but on stocks; colonialism; postcolonialism; 

ultranationalism. In “On the Demarcation Line”(2020), the past and the near-future unfurl from an 

opening scene depicting the historical meeting between the heads of state of South and North 

Korea at Panmunjeom. The scars of war, the shadow of state violence, traces of trauma flit over 

the Korean peninsula, a land and a people rent by ideological discord. Histories of violence are 

in themselves human history, a facet of the human condition that is unconcealable. World history 

tells the story of a steady and linear advance toward progress, attempting to pin down, through 

this narrative, historical evolution and claim it as a law of nature. Attempts to ethically package 

this fact through evolving methods of violence only proves that humanity has already reached a 

dead end. In reality global cultures wage weaponless wars on digital networks: the endless one-

upping of the record number of views, subscribers, audiences, global ranking, all in real time—a 

linear ranking that mass produces invisible violence, to the extent an increase in number of views 

of, for instance, videos showing catastrophes makes violence degenerate into mere spectacle. 

 

Contraptions for consumption 

“Revolving Door”(2019) and “High Altar”(2020) are metonymic work that explore the intersection 

of capital and religion. “Revolving Door” is a 3D animation modelled on an existing door at De 

Bijenkorf department store in the Hague. These contraptions were first invented in 1888 in order 

to regulate people’s entry into a building, by simply installing partitions inside a circular, 

transparent door. The late 19th century saw numerous public buildings and communal facilities 

being installed on the basis of industrial expansion. The manner in which Park observes the world 

is Benjaminesque. Park doesn’t stop at utilising this somewhat clichéd visual sign, but creates 

layers of cultural and anthropological meaning while injecting a dose of reality through precise 

measurements of actual objects. The revolving door is filled with shop-window mannequins 

resembling actual people. These stand-ins are trapped inside the door, which no longer functions 

as one, but instead takes on the trope of horror films by refusing to budge and allow passage. It 

is a transparent and fashionable depiction of capitalist violence, wherein the revolving door 

becomes an overheated grinder.  

 

“High Altar” is a 3D animation modelled on an Estée Lauder cosmetics counter. The department 

store is a high cathedral of commodity and the symbol of modernity; and shopping, the fervent 

practice of the religious faith called capitalism, a religion whose engine is a bottomless passion 

for consumption. Park turns the display cabinet, that representative object of consumerism, into 

an altar, and places a transi, or funerary monument, on it: the figure of a putrefied and skinless 

corpse, as in “The Cadaver Tomb of René of Chalon,” sculpted in 1547 by Ligier Richier, a pupil 



of Michelangelo. Sparks fly from an unknown source, a branch burns, and the area around the 

altar is as cluttered and chaotic as a building site.  

 

In his 2012 film, Holy Motors (2012), an homage to cinema, Leos Carax asks how the film industry 

can encounter the spirit. Holy Motors is an analogy for film and hints at the demise of the age of 

the internal combustion engine industry. It is a compassionate look at the film camera in a time of 

digital transition that has made it possible to film without cameras. It has autobiographical 

elements drawn from Carax’s life, and he depicts a pluralistic life in film through the character 

Denis Lavant. Lavant is a successful CEO and an actor who is constantly enacting new roles, 

thus becoming new characters. Every day he transforms anew to become a beggar, a monster, 

an assassin, a green-screen actor. And in the middle of this allegorical arc traversing the history 

of film, we are invited inside La Samaritaine, the iconic Parisian department store. The small shop 

which eventually expanded to its present form dates back to the 1870s and was already a luxury-

goods store. Commodities became an excellent substitute for orders of merit or badges of honour 

conferring status, and the late 19th century was a period when photography and film entered into 

people’s daily life. Photography provided a medium through which the world could be seen anew, 

while film was a phantasmagoria in which reality was magically re-enacted. Carax is a fan of 

anagrams, and in the last scene of Holy Motors, when the light behind the second letter ‘o’ goes 

out, we are left with Holy Motrs. These letters spell Holy Morts (holy lion) when rearranged, 

gesturing toward All Saints Day. Though Halloween may be more familiar to us, All Saints Day is 

related to the culture of dressing up in horrifying costumes in order to protect the flesh from 

resurrected dead souls.2 Holy Motors interrogates what comes after the death of film, or whether 

film may be resurrected. A parking space for limousines appears at the very end of the film. The 

limousines line up, the lights are turned off, silence swoops down. But moments later, the 

limousines switch their headlights on and start talking amongst themselves.  

 

Surreal as this may seem, cars are no longer machines. Cars are closer than ever before to 

mobile computers, fitted with artificial intelligence that allows interaction (or conversation) 

between humans and objects. How long can the boundary between nature and artifice last? 

Park’s “Captured Nature”(2021) calls to mind Magritte’s surreal paintings. Night and day, changes 

in temperature and weather occur on a loop around a hexahedron of captured clouds. When the 

city of New York was being designed, once temperature control technologies had been invented, 

buildings could be constructed with disregard to weather and climate conditions. Naturally it 

followed that even during the worst heat waves, labour conditions would not be adjusted 

accordingly. 

 

The rules of perspective in a virtual world 

“Event Horizon”(2021) is a video work divided into five chapters. It begins by delving into human 

origins, addresses the future of Fukushima, simulated real wars, and the artificial states achieved 

by capital and science, and concludes with erupting firecrackers. Park retrieves a scan of an 
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actual rock that has been slumbering in the open-source list of a geological research centre and 

situates it in a new virtual space. The rock is not the only thing that does not speak. The scene, 

which imagines a near-future on the basis of contaminated water tank locations data gathered 

from satellite photographs of the nuclear power plant in Fukushima, may as well be a visualised 

dialectics of nature and civilisation. Contemporary warfare occurs via virtual space. Park restores 

bombed locations in Aleppo, Syria, or Palestine using photogrammetry technology, then maps 

these scenes into microparticles from moving Point clouds. As cell-like particles and devices 

resembling spaceships intersect with restored bombing sites, creation and annihilation between 

apparatus and shape, past and present, virtual and real recur. 

The confetti that appears at the end are stage props that once were used to signal victory. Park 

sees these apparatuses for amplifying the thrill of victory as mere devices for the production of 

more useless trash. But humanity has always devised rituals for rites-of-passage and moments 

marking life and death, joy and sorrow. Rituals give form to intersections of life and death, spirit 

and matter. Park seems to view critically the existence of a larger apparatus to stimulate what is 

already stimulating. What might take its place instead, then, in this era of no rituals? 

 

Rather than apply blanket criticism to reality, Park creates 3D animations that address expansive 

capitalism and unbridled neoliberalist approaches to economies through painstaking research 

based on evidence and reference materials. The absurd relationship of religion to capital is a 

familiar subject, but Park takes this old problem and renews it by marshalling specific evidence, 

precise measurements, and digital technologies to pose, once again, questions about what 

constitutes life. We are most of us well aware that contemporary religion excavates reality to 

faithfully reproduce capitalist ideology. The chasm between a life of faith and of the mundane day-

to-day is often used as material for satire, or for supposedly inevitable conclusions that humans 

can’t help but be contradictory. The birth of modernity may herald the beginning of a new order, 

but it is also a period when the once-solid outlines and arrangements of life crumble. Depending 

on which scholar you ask, the present moment is conceived of as either the tail-end of a long 

modernity or a new world beyond modernity. I would argue that Jaehun Park’s vision, at once 

futuristic, stemming from Walter Benjamin, yet layered with ancient time, builds its own episteme. 

Episteme, according to Michel Foucault, is a system of knowledge that recognises the specific 

moment a society, culture, or civilisation comes into being. It follows that Park’s practice is the 

praxis of knowledge that seeks to comprehend reality, in all its absurdness, and of a vision that 

grasps how the world is formed by connections made across differences in histories, philosophies, 

civilisations, and cultures. 
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